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Abstract

The coil–globule transition behavior of sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) (NaPSS) (Mw ¼ 1.2 £ 106 g/mol) in 4.17 M aqueous NaCl

solution has been studied by dynamic light scattering. The polymer dimensions show a smooth and continuous contraction below the

reference temperature (18 8C). The hydrodynamic radius ðkRhlÞ of NaPSS in this system was reduced from 13.1 nm (18 8C) to 9.1 nm at

10 8C. At the latter temperature the polymer segment volume fraction was calculated to be 0.58. The contraction for this and other NaPSS

samples investigated in this study is somewhat limited because under these high ionic strength conditions the polymer chains already

contracted as a result of the screening effect of the ions. q 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

A fundamental phenomenon in polymer science is the

coil–globule transition of a single solvated macromol-

ecular chain which occurs when a polymer is quenched

from a good solvent into a poor solvent. This transition

has been the subject of many investigations during the

past four decades. Early contributions in this area were

reviewed by Yamakawa [1], Williams et al. [2], Fujita

[3], and Des Cloizeaux and Jannink [4].

Most coil–globule transition experiments have been

carried out using polystyrene solutions of extremely low

concentration. Various experimental methods such as static

and quasi-elastic light scattering, small angle neutron

scattering, ultracentrifuge and viscometric measurements

have been used for the determination of linear polymer

dimensions. Two sets of contradictory experimental results

for the contraction of polystyrene in cyclohexane have been

reported in early studies, one yielding a very sharp transition

with the other indicating a gradual contraction [5,6]. The

overall chain contraction reported for the polystyrene–

cyclohexane system was only to 75% of the unperturbed

theta state [5–9]. This small decrease in size does not satisfy

criteria for a densely packed collapsed globule. Recent work

which extended coil–globule studies to highly dilute

solutions of macromolecules containing polar groups, such

as the halogenated polystyrenes, poly(4-chlorostyrene) and

poly(2-chlorostyrene), show that chain contractions can

exceed those reported in earlier studies of the polystyrene/

cyclohexane system. However, they are still not consistent

with single globule formation [10].

The collapse from a coil to a compact globular state is

now established experimentally for two flexible macromol-

ecules: Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA). Experimental studies of the

collapse of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) in water solutions

have been reported in detail [11–15]. For PMMA detailed

static [16,17] and dynamic [18,19] light scattering as well as

viscometric [20] measurements have been carried out in

various solvents. Since phase separation occurred very

slowly in this system, molecular dimensions could be

determined reliably even far below the phase separation

temperature [16]. In each of the solvent systems investi-

gated, a gradual contraction of PMMA chains was observed
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and the chain size was reduced to about 35% of its u-state

dimension. The segment volume fraction was estimated as

f ¼ 0:56; which indicates that the density in the polymer

domain of the globule is relatively high [18,20].

Since the prediction of the collapse of a polymer chain

from a coil to a rather dense form by Stockmayer in 1960

[21], the coil–globule transition has also been the subject to

extensive theoretical research. The expansion of a random

coil and the temperature dependence of the expansion factor

a can be obtained from the classical Flory equation for the

excluded volume [22] as

a5 2 a3 ¼ ð2=p2ÞBN1=2t: ð1Þ

Ptitsyn et al. [23] devised a generalization of the Flory self-

consistent field theory of polymer solutions. Birshtein and

Pryamitsyn [24] carried out a rigorous approach to the

calculation of the elastic entropy or the corresponding

entropy force connected with chain deformation. For the

contracted coil they derived an equation for the expansion

factor a, ða2 ¼ kR2
gl=kR2

gðuÞl or a2
h ¼ kR2

hl=kR
2
hðuÞlÞ

a3
2 a2 Cða23

2 1Þ ¼ BN1=2t; ð2Þ

where in the above equations N represents the number of

Kuhn segments in the chain, B and C are parameters that do

not depend on both molecular weight M and temperature T

but depend on chain stiffness; t ¼ ðT 2 uÞ=u is the reduced

temperature; C is related to the third virial coefficient [24].

The theory of coil–globule transition of homopolymers

has now been developed with quantitative accuracy.

Theoretical studies have utilized a variety of approaches

in focusing on different aspects of the polymer collapse

problem [25]. Theoretical progress covering the last 40 year

period has been reviewed recently by Grosberg and

Khokhlov [26].

Recently we have studied the kinetics of the coil–

globule chain collapse of PMMA in isoamyl acetate and

n-butyl chloride by dynamic light scattering (DLS) [27].

The coil/globule transition times for a high molecular

weight PMMA chain rapidly cooled from the u-state (61 8C

for isoamyl acetate; 38 8C for n-butyl chloride) to the lowest

possible temperatures (18.5 and 13.8 8C) attainable without

complete aggregation was found to be of the order of the

thermal equilibration time (about 15 s) of the solution [19,

27]. A two-stage kinetic scheme for a single chain collapse

was proposed theoretically [28–30]. Since the coil–globule

relaxation time for a flexible polymer (PMMA) is rather

fast, the earlier reported appearance of two-stage kinetics

for the contraction process are not related to single chain

collapse but rather to the aggregation of the polystyrene [31]

or PMMA [32,33] molecules.

The extensive theoretical studies on heteropolymers have

been motivated by their perceived relation to the protein

folding problem. Theoretical treatments of copolymer

collapse are increasing and a first-order coil–globule

transition, unlike that in the homopolymer, has been

predicted [34–40]. In recent work, we have studied the

coil–globule transitions of random (statistical) and alter-

nating copolymers of styrene and methyl methacrylate in

various solvents and compared these results with the

contractions observed in homopolymers. It was noted that

in copolymers the temperature interval from the u-state to

that in the collapsed state was rather short compared to

homopolymers [41].

The logical next step in this topic is the study of the coil–

globule collapse transition in polyelectrolytes. One of the

first relevant experiments were on the studies of dimen-

sional changes of linear poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

ionomers [42] and of ionizable derivatives of poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) in water [43].

Many biological macromolecules and synthetic polymers

are highly charged. Cellular processes often take advantage

of shape fluctuations of charged biomolecules in performing

biological functions.

The second virial coefficient of polyelectrolytes can be

highly nonideal because of the electrostatic interaction

between ionic charges as well as the polymeric character of

polyions. Most of the nonideal behavior of linear polyelec-

trolytes is erased by the strong electrostatic interaction

between charges, but the contribution of the polymeric

character of polyions cannot be neglected [44]. There is a

considerable amount of theoretical work on chain expansion

and virial coefficients of charged homo and copolymers. A

brief review of theories of polyelectrolyte conformation has

been presented by Stigter and Dill [45] recently. Most of the

polyelectrolyte experiments involve added salt which

provides a relationship to many biopolymer solutions.

Studies of the solution properties and chain expansion

behavior of stiff (DNA) [45–47] rigid-rod [48] and flexible

polyelectrolytes has also been the subject of extensive

research [45,47,49]. Dimensional studies have been per-

formed using various polyelectrolytes such as poly(styrene

sulfonate) [45,47,49] and other ion-containing polymers

[48,50,51].

The collapse kinetics of strongly charged polyelectro-

lytes in poor solvents has been investigated by Langevin

simulations and scaling arguments [52]. The role of

counterion, valency, solvent quality, and the shape of the

counterions on the dynamics of collapse have been studied

recently [52]. Simulation results show that, the rate of

collapse, which is measured using the time dependence of

the radius of gyration of the chain, increases sharply as the

counterion charge increases from 1 to 4. The structure of the

globule is controlled by the counterion charge, and a general

collapse mechanism emerges [52].

Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments

have been used to study fully charged poly(styrene

sulfonate) (PSS) polyions. In sodium poly(styrene sulfo-

nate) (NaPSS) solutions, at low ionic strength the confor-

mation does not change; the chain remains wormlike. For

high ionic strength NaPSS solutions progressive changes

occur. With multivalent ions, the chain progressively
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deviates from a wormlike chain model. If multivalent ions

are added, the chain appears ‘thicker’ and ionic strength is

not the only parameter that controls the conformation [53].

SANS observations of the polycationic polyelectrolyte,

poly(methacrylo ethyl trimethylammonium methyl sulfate)

of high molecular weight in dilute solution in acetone–

water mixtures displays a coil–globule transition above a

certain threshold concentration of acetone. The collapsed

state of this molecule consists of a short sequence of dense

spheres with smooth surfaces, connected by regions of loose

polymer [54].

In this work, we have studied the coil–globule transition

of poly(styrene sulfonate) in a 4.17 M aqueous NaCl

solutions at 16.4 8C (u-solvent) [44,49]. The hydrodynamic

radius, Rh, of the polyelectrolyte was measured by a

dynamic laser spectrometer.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

NaPSS samples were purchased from Scientific Polymer

Products, Inc., Ontario, NY. Two samples were used with

the following characteristics: for NaPSS-1, Mw ¼ 1:21 £

106; Mw=Mn ¼ 1:17; elemental analysis for sulfur found

13.18% (85% of theoretical value); and for NaPSS-2, Mw ¼

7:96 £ 105; Mw=Mn ¼ 1:16; elemental analysis for sulfur

found 13.28% (86% of theoretical value). Molecular

weights were obtained by light scattering, while polydis-

persities were obtained by GPC.

2.2. Dynamic light scattering measurements

The preparation of dust-free solutions for DLS measure-

ments was as follows. A stock solution of NaPSS-1 with a

concentration 7.5 £ 1025 g/g was prepared in the theta

solvent 4.17 M NaCl deionized water. The stock solution

was held in an oven at 25 8C for complete dissolution. This

stock solution having a concentration of 8.59 £ 1025 g/ml

was filtered carefully into a dust-free light scattering cell

using 0.2 mm Millipore filters.

DLS measurements were conducted by using a commer-

cial DLS spectrometer (ALV/LSE 5000) operating at l ¼

514:5 nm with an Ar laser. Thin-walled cylindrical cells

(0.3048 mm wall thickness, 10 mm outer diameter and

75 mm length were used to shorten the thermal equilibration

time [27]. (The borosilicate flat bottom DLS cells were

purchased from Wilmad Glass, Buena, NJ). The tempera-

ture of the DLS vat was controlled to ^0.01 8C.

The polymer solution was quenched to the selected

temperature from 25 8C to induce the size change which was

determined by means of DLS in terms of the hydrodynamic

radius ðRhÞ:
The raw output of a DLS experiment is the autocorrela-

tion function of the scattered light intensity, G2ðsÞ; typically

plotted against logarithmic time. The correlation functions

were measured at a scattering angle of 338. G2ðsÞ is related

to the normalized first-order electric field correlation

function gð1ÞðsÞ by [33,34]

G2ðsÞ ¼ A½1 þ blg1ðsÞl
2
� ð3Þ

where A is a baseline constant, b, the coherence parameter

depending on the instrumental optics and s ð; G21Þ the

delay time. For polydisperse and concentrated systems,

gð1ÞðsÞ is expressed by the distribution function GðsÞ of the

decay rate G as

g1ðsÞ ¼
ð

GðGÞ expð2GsÞdG ð4Þ

where GðGÞdG ¼ 1: That is, gð1ÞðsÞ is the Laplace transform

of GðGÞ:
For a diffusive relaxation, G can be further related to the

average translational diffusive coefficient D by D ¼

ðG=q2Þq!0; where q ¼ 4pn=lðsin u=2Þ; l ¼ 514:5 nm; n ¼

refractive index of solvent and u ¼ scattering angle. By

using the Stokes–Einstein equation, the hydrodynamic

radius, Rh, may be evaluated from the diffusion coefficient

kRhl ¼ kBT=6phD ð5Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h, the solvent viscosity

and T is the absolute temperature. Viscosity ðhÞ of the

solvent (4.17 M aqueous NaCl) was measured by a

precision capillary viscometer (Cannon-Ubbelohde 100 C-

660). The viscometer constant was the same at all

temperatures and is 0.01016 cS/s. The solvent viscosity, h,

in centipoise (cP) was obtained by multiplying the efflux

time in seconds by the viscometer constant and the density

of the solvent in g/cm3. The temperature dependence of the

solvent viscosity is given by the following equation

log hðTÞ ¼ 22:8316 þ 891:3=T ð6Þ

where h is the solvent viscosity (cP) and T is the

temperature (K). Data analysis of the electric field time

correlation curve were performed by using the method of

cumulants [31] and the CONTIN method [55]. The data

obtained by the latter method are reported in this work.

3. Results and discussion

Various comments on the distinction between the dilute

and semidilute concentration regimes, and on the ionic

strength dependence of the dimensions of polyelectrolytes

have been reviewed recently [56,57]. Takahashi et al. [44]

found from phase separation experiments that 4.17 M

aqueous NaCl solution is a u solvent at 25 8C. However,

Beer et al. [58] recently claimed that NaCl solutions of their

NaPSS samples did not exhibit solubility or precipitation

behavior consistent with the presence of a u state. Hirose

et al. [49] in a comprehensive investigation have analyzed

narrow distribution samples of NaPSS which were studied
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by static light scattering, sedimentation equilibrium, and

intrinsic viscosity in 0.5 M aqueous NaCl at 25 8C and in

4.17 M aqueous NaCl at 16.4 8C. They reported that the

light scattering second virial coefficient vanished for high

Mw samples in 4.17 M aqueous NaCl solution of NaPSS at

16.4 8C (the u point).

NaPSS has an extended chain conformation in pure

aqueous solution due to the electrostatic repulsion between

negative charges on the polyelectrolyte chain. If a salt is

added to a dilute solution of NaPSS, the counterion

condensation causes the polyelectrolyte chain to contract.

The conformation of NaPSS chains in aqueous solutions is

strongly dependent on both the sulfur content of the

macromolecules as well as the electrolyte concentration.

The different solution behaviors of NaPSS reported earlier

by three research groups [44,49,58] that are mentioned

above are obviously related to the variety of sulfur contents

of their samples. At the u-temperatures, the value of

characteristic constant is given [49] as kR2
gl=M ¼ 3:0 £

1024 nm2 for a completely (100%) sulfonated polyelec-

trolyte. This corresponds a constant value kR2
hl=M ¼

1:3 £ 1024 nm2 if one consider the following Akcasu–

Han relation [59], ðRh=RgÞ ¼ 0:664: The values of R2
h=M

calculated for NaPSS-1 and NaPSS-2 at 18 8C are

1.4 £ 1024 and 1.0 £ 1024 nm2, respectively. Considering

experimental errors (^5%) in Rh determinations and sulfur

content differences of polymeric samples, we can say that

18 8C is a good choice to estimate the expansion factor.

Measurements of contraction in dilute water solution of

NaPSS in terms of Rh by the addition of small amounts of

NaCl (5 and 100 mM) has been reported earlier [60].

Fig. 1 shows the intensity autocorrelation function G2ðtÞ

of the dilute (8.59 £ 1025 g/ml) NaPSS-1 solution with an

average decay rate, G ¼ 0:559 ms21 and the variance

m2=G
2 ¼ 0:115 at the u temperature of 16.4 8C and a

scattering angle of 338. Mz/Mw was found to be 1.44 for this

sample by using the relation [61] Mz=Mw ø 1 þ 4ðm2=G
2Þ:

The average hydrodynamic radius Rh of the polymer was

calculated from CONTIN analysis [55] to be 11.6 nm at

16.4 8C (13.4 nm at 18.0 8C). In Fig. 2 the hydrodynamic

radius determined from the correlation function measure-

ments is shown as a function of temperature for dilute

NaPSS-1 and NaPSS-2 solutions in 4.17 M aqueous NaCl

DLS measurements at each temperature were conducted

after equilibrium was reached. All experimental points

represent the average values of two experiments. The

contraction of the single chains can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.

As we have already mentioned above there is some

ambiguity in establishing the u temperature of this system.

Since a relatively large contraction was observed for each

NaPSS sample below 18.0 8C, we have considered this

temperature as the reference temperature in calculation of

the expansion factor for the 4.17 M aqueous NaCl system. A

gradual contraction was observed for both samples down to

10.0 8C, where aggregation started after 25 min. At this

temperature, calculated ah values were 0.69 and 0.74 for

samples NaPSS-1 and NaPSS-2, respectively. The system

was thermodynamically stable and the reported hydrodyn-

amic radius values were independent of time. The

hydrodynamic size ðRhÞ of the NaPSS chains at 10.0 8C

was reduced to about 70% of their dimensions at 18.0 8C.

The contraction for NaPSS samples observed in this work is

rather limited because in this high ionic strength NaCl

solution polymer chains were already highly contracted due

to the screening effect [58]. After reaching a globular state at

10 8C the sample was gradually heated and Rh values were

Fig. 1. The intensity autocorrelation function G2ðtÞ of NaPSS-1 ðMw ¼

1:21 £ 106Þ in 4.17 M aqueous NaCl solution ðC ¼ 8:59 £ 1025 g=mlÞ at

16.4 8C. The inset shows the deviation plot based on a second-order

cumulants fit.

Fig. 2. Hydrodynamic radius, kRhl vs temperature for NaPSS-1 in 4.17 M

aqueous NaCl solution. Cooling (†) and heating (K). Cooling and heating

runs coincide at 16.4 8C.
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obtained at elevated temperatures. These experiments are

indicated in Fig. 2 by open triangles at 12.5, 16.4 and 25 8C,

respectively. The collapse and expansion curves do not

display significant hysteresis.

A typical hydrodynamic size distribution of NaPSS-1 in

4.17 M aqueous NaCl at 18 8C and poor solvent condition

ðT ¼ 10 8CÞ are given in Fig. 3. In this figure, the data for

the distribution plot was taken 10 min after the sample

solution was quenched from 18 to 10 8C. Although the shape

of Rh distribution still obeyed a single mode distribution, the

polydispersity of Rh distribution ðMz=MwÞ increased from

1.44 to 1.56 at 10 8C and the symmetry of the curve became

distorted, with the upper end of the distribution curve being

stretched out. This observation implies that the polymer coil

was stable in the contracted state for about 10 min, and at

this point DLS could not yet resolve a bimodal distribution.

In Fig. 4, the contraction of the hydrodynamic radius of

NaPSS-1 in the experiment from the reference temperature

(18.0 8C) to 16.4 8C and finally quenched to 10 8C is shown

as a function of time. The Rh values of the globule was

measured 4 min after the quench and was constant for about

25 min. After this time aggregation was observed.

Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of the

measured linear expansion of the two NaPSS samples in

4.17 M aqueous NaCl. The experimental DLS measure-

ments exhibit a continuous rather than a discrete transition.

The temperature interval to reach the globular state

from the reference state is rather narrow, about 8 8C for both

samples.

Fig. 6 shows the contraction of the hydrodynamic radius

of NaPSS-1 in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl solution as a function of

temperature. Since the system is in a good solvent it is not

possible to observe globule formation. We have

observed only the expansion of the coil by increasing

the temperature.

The segment volume fraction ðFÞ in the globule may be

given by

F ¼ ðMw=rÞ={ð4p=3ÞkR2
hl

3=2NA} ð7Þ

where r ¼ 1.1 g/ml is the density of NaPSS in the solid

state, Mw the molecular weight of NaPSS and NAis

Avogadro number. (It should be noticed that, for a DLS

value of radius R3
h; k ¼ 1:) The calculated values of the

segment volume fractions ðFÞ for NaPSS samples at various

temperatures are given in Table 1. It will be seen that even at

25 8C the polymer chains show considerable contraction.

The segment volume fractions of the globules at 10 8C are

very high. The volume fractions increase about four times

by lowering the temperature from 25 to 10 8C.

Fig. 4. kRhl of NaPSS-1 in 4.17 M aqueous NaCl solution as a function of

time. The kRhl values measured 18.0 8C ðOÞ and 16.4 8C ðVÞ: The sample

was further quenched to 10.0 8C. The kRhl values of globule were measured

4 min after quenching and were constant for about 25 min. (B) corresponds

to aggregation appearing after about 1500 s.

Fig. 3. Hydrodynamic size distribution of NaPSS-1 in 4.17 M aqueous

NaCl solution at 18.0 8C (W: T ¼ 18:0 8C; kRhl ¼ 8:93 mm), and poor

solvent conditions (†: T ¼ 10:0 8C; kRhl ¼ 6:64 nm).

Fig. 5. Expansion factor, a2
h; vs temperature for NaPSS in 4.17 M aqueous

NaCl solution. (†) NaPSS-1, (W) NaPSS-2. A reference temperature of

18.0 8C is assumed, a2
h ¼ 1 for both samples.
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4. Conclusions

DLS experiments were performed for very dilute NaPSS

solutions in 4.17 M and in 2.0 M aqueous NaCl. In high

ionic strength NaCl solution, polyelectrolyte chains were

already highly contracted due to the screening effect of the

salt. However, a further contraction of polyelectrolyte was

observed and globular forms were obtained at about 10 8C.

The segment volume fractions at the globular state are

estimated as 0.58 (NaPSS-1) and 0.96 (NaPSS-2) for two

polyelectrolyte samples studied in this work. The value of

F ¼ 0:96 means that the solvent molecules are expelled

nearly completely from the globule of polymer chain, and it

is observed the first time for a coil–globule transition of a

synthetic macromolecule. The difference between these two

calculated values may come from the differences of sulfur

contents of the polymeric samples or because of exper-

imental errors in Rh determinations.
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